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Abstrat
In this paper, two things are done. First, we analyze the ompatibility of Dira fermions
with the hidden duality symmetries whih appear in the toroidal ompatiation of gravi-
tational theories down to three spaetime dimensions. We show that the Pauli ouplings to
the p-forms an be adjusted, for all simple (split) groups, so that the fermions transform in a
representation of the maximal ompat subgroup of the duality group G in three dimensions.
Seond, we investigate how the Dira fermions t in the onjetured hidden overextended
symmetry G++. We show ompatibility with this symmetry up to the same level as in the
pure bosoni ase. We also investigate the BKL behaviour of the Einstein-Dira-p-form sys-
tems and provide a group theoretial interpretation of the Belinskii-Khalatnikov result that
the Dira eld removes haos.
1 Introdution
The emergene of unexpeted (hidden") symmetries in the toroidal dimensional redution of
gravitational theories to lower dimensions is a fasinating disovery whose full impliations are
to a large extent still mysterious [1, 2℄. This result, whih underlies U -duality [3℄, appears quite
learly when one dimensionally redues down to 3 spaetime dimensions sine the Lagrangian
an then be rewritten as the oupled Einstein-salar Lagrangian, where the salars parametrize
the symmetri spae G/K(G). Here, G is the hidden" symmetry group and K(G) its maximal
ompat subgroup (see [4℄ for a systemati study as well as the earlier work [5℄). It has been
argued that this G-symmetry signals a muh bigger, innite-dimensional, symmetry, whih would
be the overextension G++ [6, 7, 8, 9, 10℄, or even the very extended extension G+++, of G [11, 12℄
(or perhaps a Borherds superalgebra related to it [13℄).
One intriguing feature of the hidden symmetries is the fat that when the oupled Einstein-
G/K(G) system is the bosoni setor of a supergravity theory, then, important properties of
supergravities whih are usually derived on the grounds of supersymmetry may alternatively
be obtained by invoking the hidden symmetries. This is for instane the ase of the Chern-
Simons term and of the preise value of its oeient in eleven dimensional supergravity, whih
is required by supersymmetry [14℄, but whih also follows from the E (E8 or E10) symmetry
of the Lagrangian [2, 10℄. Quite generally, the spaetime dimension 11 is quite speial for the
Einstein-3-form system, both from the point of view of supersymmetry and from the existene of
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hidden symmetries. Another example will be provided below (subsetion 5.2). One might thus
be inlined to think that there is a deep onnetion between hidden symmetries and supergravity.
However, hidden symmetries exist even for bosoni theories that are not the bosoni setors of
supersymmetri theories. For this reason, they appear to have a wider sope.
In order to further eluidate hidden symmetries, we have investigated how fermions enter
the piture. Although the supersymmetri ase is most likely ultimately the most interesting,
we have onsidered here only spin-1/2 fermions, for two reasons. First, this ase is tehnially
simpler. Seond, in the light of the above omments, we want to deepen the understanding of the
onnetion  or the absene of onnetion  between hidden symmetries and supersymmetry.
The Einstein-(p-form)-Dira system by itself is not supersymmetri and yet we nd that
the Dira fermions are ompatible with the G-symmetry, for all (split) real simple Lie groups.
Indeed, one may arrange for the fermions to form representations of the ompat subgroup
K(G). This is automati for the pure Einstein-Dira system. When p-forms are present, the
hidden symmetry invariane requirement xes the Pauli ouplings of the Dira fermions with the
p-forms, a feature familiar from supersymmetry. In partiular, E8-invariane of the oupling of
a Dira fermion to the Einstein-3-form system reprodues the supersymmetri ovariant Dira
operator of 11-dimensional supergravity [14, 15℄. A similar feature holds for N = 1 supergravity
in 5 dimensions [16℄. Thus, we see again that hidden symmetries of gravitational theories appear
to have a wider sope than supersymmetry but yet, have the puzzling feature of prediting similar
strutures when supersymmetry is available.
We formulate the theories both in 3 spaetime dimensions, where the symmetries are manifest,
and in the maximum oxidation dimension, where the Lagrangian is simpler. To a large extent,
one may thus view our paper as an extension of the oxidation analysis [6, 17, 4, 9, 13, 18, 19℄ to
inlude Dira fermions. Indeed the symmetri Lagrangian is known in 3 dimensions and one may
ask the question of how high it oxidizes. It turns out that in most ases, the Dira fermions do not
bring new obstrutions to oxidation in addition to the ones found in the bosoni setors. If the
bosoni Lagrangian lifts up to n dimensions, then the oupled bosoni-Dira Lagrangian (with
the Dira elds transforming in appropriate representations of the maximal ompat subgroup
K(G)) also lifts up to n dimensions. This absene of new obstrutions oming from the fermions
is in line with the results of Keurentjes [20℄, who has shown that the topology of the ompat
subgroupK(G) is always appropriate to allow for fermions in higher dimensions when the bosoni
setor an be oxidized.
We then investigate how the fermions t in the onjetured innite-dimensional symmetry
G++ and nd indiations that the fermions form representations of K(G++)) up to the level
where the mathing works for the bosoni setor. We study next the BKL limit [21, 22℄ of the
systems with fermions. We extend to all dimensions the results of [23℄, where it was found that
the inlusion of Dira spinors (with a non-vanishing expetation value for fermioni urrents)
eliminates haos in four dimensions. Our analysis provides furthermore a group theoretial
interpretation of this result: elimination of haos follows from the fat that the geodesi motion
on the symmetri spae G++/K(G++), whih is lightlike in the pure bosoni ase [22℄, beomes
timelike when spin-1/2 elds are inluded (and their urrents aquire non-vanishing values) 
the mass term being given by the Casimir of the maximal ompat subgroup K(G++) in the
fermioni representation.
Our paper is organized as follows. In the next setion, we ollet onventions and notations.
We then onsider the dimensional redution to three dimensions of the pure Einstein-Dira system
in D spaetime dimensions and show that the fermions transform in the spinorial representation
of the maximal ompat subgroup SO(n + 1) in three dimensions, as they should (setion 3).
The SO(n, n) ase is treated next, by relying on the pure gravitational ase. The maximal
ompat subgroup is now SO(n)× SO(n). We show that one an hoose the Pauli ouplings so
that the fermions transform in a representation of SO(n) × SO(n) (in fat, one an adjust the
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Pauli ouplings so that dierent representations arise) (setion 4). In setion 5, we turn to the
En-family. We show that again, the Pauli ouplings an be adjusted so that the spin-1/2 elds
transform in a representation of SO(16), SU(8) or Sp(4) when one oxidizes the theory along the
standard lines. We then show that the G2-ase admits also ovariant fermions in 5 dimensions
(setion 6) and treat next all the other non simply laed groups from their embeddings in simply
laed ones (setion 7).
In setion 8, we show that the Dira elds t (up to the same level as the bosons) into the
onjetured G++ symmetry, by onsidering the oupling of Dira fermions to the (1+0) non linear
sigma model of [10℄. In setion 9, we analyze the BKL limit and argue that haos is eliminated
by the Dira eld beause the Casimir of the K(G++) urrents in the fermioni representation
provides a mass term for the geodesi motion on the symmetri spae G++/K(G++). Finally,
we lose our paper with some onlusions and tehnial appendies.
In the analysis of the models, we rely very muh on the papers [24, 25, 4℄, where the maximally
oxidized theories have been worked out in detail and where the patterns of dimensional redution
that we shall need have been established.
2 Conventions
2.1 Chevalley-Serre presentation and Cartan-Chevalley involution
We adopt the standard Chevalley-Serre presentation of the Lie algebras in terms of 3r generators
{hi, ei, fi} (i = 1, · · · , r with r equal to the rank) as given for instane in [26℄, exept that we take
the negative" generators fi with the opposite sign (with respet to [26℄). The only relation that
is modied is [ei, fj ] = −δij hi. The other relations are unhanged, namely, [hi, hj ] = 0, [hi, ej ] =
Aijej , [hi, fj ] = −Aijfj (where Aij is the Cartan matrix) and ad1−Aijei ej = 0, ad1−Aijfi fj = 0.
The sign onvention for fi simplies somewhat the form of the generators of the maximal
ompat subalgebra. The Cartan-Chevalley involution reads τ(hi) = −hi, τ(ei) = fi, τ(fi) = ei
and extends to the higher height root vetors as τ(eα) = fα, τ(fα) = eα where the eα's are given
by multi-ommutators of the ei's and the fα's are given by multi-ommutators of the fi's in the
same order (e.g., if er+1 = [e1, e2], then fr+1 = [f1, f2]). With the opposite sign onvention for
fi, one has τ(ei) = −fi and the less uniform rule τ(eα) = (−1)ht(α)fα. A basis of the maximal
ompat subalgebra is given by kα = eα + fα. It is onvenient to dene GT = −τ(G) for any Lie
algebra element G.
We shall also be interested in innite-dimensional (Lorentzian) Ka-Moody algebras, for
whih we adopt the same onventions. In that ase, the root spae assoiated with imaginary
roots might be degenerate and we therefore add an index s to aount for the degeneray,
eα → eα,s, fα → fα,s, et.
We shall exlusively deal in this paper with the split real forms of the Lie algebras, dened as
above in terms of the same Chevalley-Serre presentation but with oeients that are restrited
to be real numbers. Remarks on the non-split ase are given in the onlusions.
2.2 Invariant bilinear form
The invariant bilinear form on the Lie algebra is given for the Chevalley-Serre generators by
K(hi, hj) =
2Aji
(αi|αi) =
2Aij
(αj |αj) , K(hi, ej) = K(hi, fj) = 0, K(ei, fj) = −
2δij
(αi|αi) (2.1)
and is extended to the full algebra by using the invariane relation K(x, [y, z]) = K([x, y], z).
Here, the αi's are the simple roots. The indued bilinear form in root spae is denoted by (·|·)
and given by (αi|αj) = 2Aij(αi|αi) . The numbers (αi|αi) are suh that the produt Aij (αi|αi) is
3
symmetri and they are normalized so that the longest roots have squared length equal to 2.
One gets
K(hi, eα) = K(hi, fα) = 0 = K(eα, eβ) = K(fα, fβ), K(eα, fβ) = −Nαδαβ , (2.2)
where the oeient Nα in front of δαβ in the last relation depends on the Cartan matrix (and
on the preise normalization of the root vetors orresponding to higher roots  e.g., Nα =
2
(α|α) in the Cartan-Weyl-Chevalley basis). In a representation T , the bilinear form K(x, y) is
proportional to the trae Tr(T (x)T (y)).
In the nite-dimensional ase, the Cartan subalgebra H is an Eulidean vetor spae. As in
[24℄, we shall sometimes nd it onvenient to use then an orthogonal basis {Hi} of the Cartan
subalgebra suh that
K(Hi,Hj) = 2δij . (2.3)
It follows that K(~a,~b) = 2~a.~b for ~a, ~b in H (~a =∑i aiHi, ~b =∑i biHi) and (~α|~β) = 12~α.~β for ~α,
~β in the dual spae. Here, ~a.~b =
∑
i a
ibi and ~α.~β =
∑
i αiβi (and αi, βi omponents of ~α,
~β in
the dual basis).
2.3 K(G)-onnetion
We parametrize the oset spae G/K(G) (with the gauge subgroup K(G) ating from the left)
by taking the group elements V in the upper-triangular Borel gauge". The dierential
G = dVV−1 (2.4)
is in the Borel algebra, i.e., is a linear ombination of the hi's and the eα's. It is invariant under
right multipliation. One denes P as its symmetri part and Q as its antisymmetri part,
P = 1
2
(G + GT ), Q = 1
2
(G − GT ) . (2.5)
Q is in the ompat subalgebra. Under a gauge transformation P is ovariant whereas the
antisymmetri part Q transforms as a gauge onnetion,
V −→ HV , P −→ HPH−1 , Q −→ dHH−1 +HQH−1 (2.6)
(with H ∈ K(G)).
One may parametrize V as V = V1 V2 where V1 is in the Cartan torus V1 = e 12φiHi and V2 is
in the nilpotent subgroup generated by the eα's. In terms of this parametrization, one nds
G = 1
2
dφiHi +
∑
α∈∆+
e
1
2
~α.~φFαeα (2.7)
where ∆+ is the set of positive roots. Here, the one-forms Fα are dened through
dV2V−12 =
∑
α∈∆+
Fαeα. (2.8)
In the innite-dimensional ase, there is also a sum over the multipliity index. Thus we get
P = 1
2
dφiHi +
1
2
∑
α∈∆+
e
1
2
~α.~φFα (eα − fα) (2.9)
and
Q = 1
2
∑
α∈∆+
e
1
2
~α.~φFα kα ≡
∑
α∈∆+
Q(α) kα (2.10)
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with
Q(α) =
1
2
e
1
2
~α.~φFα. (2.11)
We see therefore that the one-forms (1/2)e
1
2
~α.~φFα appear as the omponents of the onnetion
one-form of the ompat subgroup K(G) in the basis of the kα's.
2.4 Lagrangian for oset models
The Lagrangian for the oset model G/K(G) reads
LG/K(G) = −K (P,∧ ∗ P) (2.12)
If we expand the Lagrangian aording to (2.9), we get
LG/K(G) = −12∗d~φ ∧ d~φ−
1
2
∑
α∈∆+
Nα e
~α.~φ ∗Fα ∧ Fα (2.13)
where the fator Nα is dened in (2.2).
The oupling of a eld ψ transforming in a representation J of the unbroken" subgroupK(G)
is straightforward. One replaes ordinary derivatives ∂µ by ovariant derivatives Dµ where
Dµψ = ∂µψ −
∑
α∈∆+
Qµ(α)Jαψ (2.14)
with Q(α) = Qµ(α)dxµ. In (2.14), Jα are the generators of the representation J of K(G) in whih
ψ transforms, Jα = J(kα) (the generators Jα obeys the same ommutation relations as kα). This
guarantees K(G)  and hene G  invariane. The three-dimensional Dira Lagrangian is thus
(in at spae)
ψ¯γµ

∂µ − ∑
α∈∆+
Qµ(α)Jα

ψ (2.15)
2.5 Dimensional redution of metri and exterior forms
For the purpose of being self-ontained, we reall the general formulas for dimensional redution
on a torus of the metri and a (p − 1)-form potential. We adhere to the onventions and
notations of [4℄, whih we follow without hange. We onsider redution down to three spaetime
dimensions.
The metri is redued as
ds2D = e
~s.~φds23 +
n∑
i=1
e2~γi.
~φ(hi)2 (2.16)
where the one-forms hi are given by
hi = dzi +Ai(0)j dzj +Ai(1) = γ˜ij(dzj + Aˆj(1)) (2.17)
with γ˜ij ≡ (γ−1)ij ≡ δij + Ai(0)j and Ai(0)j non vanishing only for i < j. The vetor ~φ
ollets the dilatons. The zi's are internal oordinates on the torus, while Ai(0)j and Ai(1)
are respetively salars and 1-forms in three dimensions. Furthermore, ~s = (s1, . . . , sn) and
~γi =
1
2(s1, . . . , si−1, (2 + i−D)si, 0, . . . , 0) where
si =
√
2
(D − 1− i)(D − 2− i)
5
.A (p− 1)-form potential Ap−1 deomposes as a sum of 1-forms and of salars in three dimen-
sions,
Ap−1 = A(1)i1...ip−2dz
i1 ∧ · · · ∧ dzip−2 +A(0)i1...ip−1dzi1 ∧ · · · ∧ dzip−1 (2.18)
(the 2-form omponent arries no degree of freedom and is dropped).
3 Dimensional redution of the Einstein-Dira System
3.1 Redution of gravity
We start with the simplest ase, namely, that of the oupled Einstein-Dira system without extra
elds. The bosoni setor redues to pure gravity. To show that the Dira eld is ompatible
with the hidden symmetry is rather diret in this ase.
Upon dimensional redution down to d = 3, gravity in D = 3 + n gets a symmetry group
SL(n+1), beyond the SL(n) symmetry of the redued dimensions. Moreover, in three dimensions
the salars desribe a SL(n + 1)/SO(n + 1) σ-model. Following (2.16), we parametrize the
D = 3 + n vielbein in a triangular gauge as
e =
(
e
1
2
~s.~φeˆµ
m e~γi.
~φA(1)µi
0 Mi
j
)
(3.1)
with µ,m = 0,D − 2,D − 1 and i, j = 1..n. We hoose the non-ompatied dimensions to be
0, D − 2 and D − 1 so that indies remain simple in formulas . The triad in three spaetime
dimensions is eˆµ
m
. We denote by M the upper-triangular matrix
Mi
j = e~γi.
~φ(δji +A(0)ij) = e~γi.
~φ(γ−1)ij (3.2)
One an hek that det(M) = e−
1
2
~s.~φ
.
After dualizing the Kaluza-Klein vetors A(1)i into salars χj as
e
~bi.~φ ∗
(
γ˜ijd(γ
j
mAm(1))
)
= γj i (dχj) (3.3)
one an form the upper-triangular (n+ 1)× (n+ 1) matrix
V−1 =
(
Mi
j χie
1
2
~s.~φ
0 e
1
2
~s.~φ
)
(3.4)
whih parametrizes a SL(n + 1)/SO(n + 1) symmetri spae. With this parametrization, the
three-dimensional redued Lagrangian beomes
L(3)E = Rˆ ∗ 1−
1
2
Tr (P ∧ ∗P) (3.5)
where one nds expliitly from (3.4)
G = dVV−1 = −V(dV−1) = −
(
M−1dM M−1dχe
1
2
~s.~φ
0 12~s.d
~φ
)
(3.6)
and
P = −

 12 (M−1dM + (M−1dM)T ) 12M−1dχe 12~s.~φ
1
2
(
M−1dχe
1
2
~s.~φ
)T
1
2~s.d
~φ


(3.7)
Q = −

 12 (M−1dM − (M−1dM)T ) 12M−1dχe 12~s.~φ
−12
(
M−1dχe
1
2
~s.~φ
)T
0


. (3.8)
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3.2 Adding spinors
We now ouple a Dira spinor to gravity in D = 3 + n dimensions:
L = LE + LD (3.9)
with LE the Einstein Lagrangian and LD the Dira Lagrangian,
LD = eψDupslopeψ = eψγΣ
(
∂Σ − 1
4
ωΣ,ABγ
AB
)
ψ (3.10)
e is the determinant of the vielbein and Σ, A = 0, ...,Dmax − 1. The indies A, B, ... are internal
indies and Σ, Ω are spaetime indies, while ω is the spin onnetion, whih an be omputed
from the vielbein:
ωΣ,AB =
1
2
eA
Ω(∂ΩeΣB − ∂ΣeΩB)− 1
2
eB
Ω(∂ΩeΣA − ∂ΣeΩA)
−1
2
eA
ΠeB
Ω(∂ΩeΠC − ∂ΠeΩC)eΣC . (3.11)
We perform a dimensional redution, with the vielbein parametrized by (3.1), by imposing
the vanishing of derivatives ∂Σ for Σ ≥ 3. We also resale ψ by a power f of the determinant of
the redued part of the vielbein M :
ψˆ = e−
1
2
f~s.~φψ . (3.12)
After reassembling the various terms, we nd that the redued Dira Lagrangian an be
written as
L(3)D = e(
1
2
+f)~s.~φeˆψˆDˆupslopeψˆ +
(
1
2
f +
1
4
)
e(
1
2
+f)~s.~φeˆ ∂µ(~s.~φ) ψˆγ
µψˆ
+
1
8
e(
1
2
+f)~s.~φeˆ
(
M−1jk∂µMki −M−1ik∂µMkj
)
ψˆγµγijψˆ
+
1
8
ef~s.
~φeˆ eˆm
µen
Ω
(
∂µ(A(1)ΩjM−1jk)− ∂Ω(A(1)µjM−1jk)
)
Mk
i ψˆγiγmnψˆ
(3.13)
where eˆ is the determinant of the dreibein. Note that the numerial matries γM (with M an
internal index) are left unhanged in the redution proess, but this is not the ase for γΣ (with
Σ a spaetime index). Indeed, γΣ for Σ = µ has to be understood as eM
µγM in D dimensions,
and as eˆm
µγm in 3 dimensions. Nevertheless, we do not put hats on three-dimensional γ-matries
with a spatial index as no onfusion should arise.
Dualizing A(1) aording to (3.3), we get
L(3)D = e(
1
2
+f)~s.~φeˆψˆDˆupslopeψˆ +
(
1
2
f +
1
4
)
e(
1
2
+f)~s.~φeˆ ∂µ(~s.~φ) ψˆγ
µψˆ
+
1
8
e(
1
2
+f)~s.~φeˆ
(
M−1jk∂µMki −M−1ik∂µMkj
)
ψˆγµγijψˆ
+
1
8
e(1+f)~s.
~φeˆ ǫmnpeˆp
µM−1ij∂µχjψˆγiγmnψˆ .
(3.14)
If we hoose the saling power of the spinor as
f = −1
2
, (3.15)
the Lagrangian simplies to
L(3)D = eˆψˆDˆupslopeψˆ +
1
8
eˆ
(
M−1jk∂µMki −M−1ik∂µMkj
)
ψˆγµγijψˆ
+
1
4
eˆ e
1
2
~s.~φM−1ij∂µχjψˆγµγˆγiψˆ
(3.16)
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where we have used the notation γˆ = γ0γD−2γD−1.
In fat, the three-dimensional Lagrangian an be rewritten using a ovariant derivative in-
luding a onnetion with respet to the gauge group SO(n+ 1):
L(3)D = eˆψˆ∇upslopeψˆ (3.17)
with
∇µ = ∂µ − 1
4
ωˆµ,mnγ
mn − 1
2
Qµ,ijJ ij (3.18)
where Q is the SO(n+ 1) onnetion (3.8), ating on Dira spinors through
Jij =
1
2
γij , Ji(n+1) =
1
2
γˆγi (i, j = 1..n) . (3.19)
These matries dene a spinorial representation of SO(n + 1). The ommutations relations
are indeed [
1
2γ
ij, 12γ
kl
]
= 0[
1
2γ
ij , 12γ
ik
]
= −12γjk[
1
2 γˆγ
i, 12γ
jk
]
= 0[
1
2 γˆγ
i, 12γ
ij
]
= 12 γˆγ
j[
1
2 γˆγ
i, 12 γˆγ
j
]
= −12γij
(3.20)
where dierent indies are supposed to be distint. Equivalently, we an remark that γˆ ommutes
with γm for m = 0,D − 2,D − 1 and antiommutes with γi for i = 1, ..., n. As we have also
γˆ2 = 1, it follows that γa's for a = 1, ..., n and γˆ generate an internal Spin(n+1) Cliord algebra,
ommuting with the spaetime Cliord algebra generated by γm,m = 0,D − 2,D − 1.
In other words, the Spin(n+ 2, 1) representation of Dira fermions in dimension D = 3 + n
is redued to a Spin(2, 1) × Spin(n+ 1) representation in dimension 3, ensuring that the Dira
fermions are ompatible with the hidden symmetry. Note that if D is even, one an impose
hirality onditions on the spin 1/2 eld in D dimensions. One gets in this way a hiral spinor
of SO(n+ 1) after dimensional redution.
3.3 Expliit Borel deomposition
One may write the Lagrangian in the form (2.13) by making a full Borel parametrization of the
matrix M . The algebra element G reads
G = 1
2
d~φ. ~H +
∑
i<j
e
1
2
~bij .~φF(1)ijebij +
∑
i
e−
1
2
~bi.~φG(1)iebi (3.21)
where the dilaton vetors are given by
~bi = −~s+ 2~γi , ~bij = 2~γi − 2~γj (3.22)
and where the eld strengths" F i(1)j and G(1)i (whih are also the SO(n+ 1) onnetions) are
F i(1)j = γkj dAi(0)k, G(1)i = γjidχj (3.23)
One has
e
~bi.~φ ∗F(2)i = G(1)i (3.24)
with
F i(2) = γ˜ijd(γjmAm(1)) (3.25)
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The positive roots of SL(n+1) are (~bij ,−~bi) and the orresponding root vetors ebij and ebi are
the multiple ommutators of the generators ei not involving e1 (for ebij ) or involving e1 (for ebi),
i.e., ebii+1 = ei+1 (i = 1, · · · , n − 1), ebij = [ei, [ei+1, [...[ej−2, ej ] · · · ] (i, j = 2, · · · , n, i + 1 < j),
ebi = [e1, eb2i ] (i ≥ 3), ebn = en. These root vetors are suh that the normalization fators Nα
are all equal to one.
The Lagrangian reads
L(3)Dn = R ∗1l− 12∗d~φ ∧ d~φ− 12
∑
i
e−~bi·~φ ∗G(1)i ∧ G(1)i − 12
∑
i<j
e
~bij ·~φ ∗F i(1)j ∧ F i(1)j
+eˆψˆγµ

∂µ − 1
4
ωˆµ,mnγ
mn − 14
∑
i<j
e
1
2
~bij ·~φF i(1)jγij − 14
∑
i
e−
1
2
~bi·~φ G(1)iγˆγi

ψ (3.26)
4 Dn ase
4.1 Bosoni setor
Following [4℄, we onsider the gravitational lagrangian LE with an added three form eld strength
F(3) oupled to a dilaton eld ϕ,
L = R ∗1l− 12∗dϕ ∧ dϕ− 12eaϕ ∗F(3) ∧ F(3) (4.1)
in the dimension Dmax = n + 2, where the oupling onstant a is given by a
2 = 8/(Dmax − 2).
Upon toroidal redution to D = 3, this yields the Lagrangian
L(3) = R ∗1l− 12∗d~φ ∧ d~φ− 12
∑
i
e
~bi·~φ ∗F i(2) ∧ F i(2) − 12
∑
i<j
e
~bij ·~φ ∗F i(1)j ∧ F i(1)j
−12
∑
i
e~ai·~φ ∗F(2)i ∧ F(2)i − 12
∑
i<j
e~aij ·~φ ∗F(1)ij ∧ F(1)ij . (4.2)
Note that here
~φ denotes now the set of dilatons (φ1, φ2, . . . , φDmax−3), augmented by ϕ (the
dilaton in Dmax dimensions) as a zeroth omponent; ~φ = (ϕ, φ1, φ2, . . . , φDmax−3). The dilaton
vetors entering the exponentials in the Lagrangian are given by
~ai = −2~γi − ~s , ~aij = −2~γi − 2~γj , ~bi = −~s+ 2~γi , ~bij = 2~γi − 2~γj . (4.3)
augmented by a zeroth omponent that is equal to the onstant a in the ase of ~ai and ~aij , and
is equal to zero in the ase of
~bi and ~bij . The eld strengths are given by
F i(2) = γ˜ijd(γjmAm(1)) ,
F i(1)j = γkj dAi(0)k ,
F(2)i = γ
k
i(dA(1)k + γ
j
mdA(0)kj ∧ Aˆm(1)),
F(1)ij = γ
k
iγ
m
jdA(0)km.
After dualising the 1-form potentials Ai(1) and A(1)i to axions χi and ψi respetively, the three-
dimensional Lagrangian (4.2) an written as the purely salar Lagrangian
L(3)Dn = R ∗1l− 12∗d~φ ∧ d~φ− 12
∑
i
e−~bi·~φ ∗G(1)i ∧ G(1)i − 12
∑
i<j
e
~bij ·~φ ∗F i(1)j ∧ F i(1)j
−12
∑
i
e−~ai·~φ ∗Gi(1) ∧Gi(1) − 12
∑
i<j
e~aij ·~φ ∗F(1)ij ∧ F(1)ij , (4.4)
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where the dualised eld strengths are given by
e
~bi.~φ ∗F(2)i ≡ G(1)i = γji(dχj −A(0)kj dψk) ,
Gi(1) = e
−~γi·~φM ij dψj . (4.5)
Note the modiation of G(1)i due to the oupling of Ai(1) to the 2-form variables. The positive
roots of Dn are given by (~bij ,−~bi,~aij ,−~ai) , the simple roots being ~a12, ~bi,i+1 (i ≤ n−1) and −~an
[4℄. The three-dimensional Lagrangian (4.4) desribes a SO(n, n)/(SO(n)× SO(n)) σ-model in
the Borel gauge oupled to gravity. The eld strength of this σ-model is
G = 1
2
d~φ. ~H +
∑
i<j
e
1
2
~bij .~φF(1)ijebij +
∑
i
e−
1
2
~bi.~φG(1)iebi
+
∑
i<j
e
1
2
~aij .~φF(1)ijeaij +
∑
i
e−
1
2
~ai.~φG(1)
ieai .
(4.6)
~h is the vetor of Cartan generators and the notations eai , eaij , ebi and ebij are explained in
appendix A.
4.2 Fermions
We want to add Dira fermion in Dmax, with a oupling whih redues to SO(2, 1) × (SO(n)×
SO(n)). The oupling to gravitational degrees of freedom is already xed to the spin onnetion
by invariane under reparametrization; we know from the rst setion that it redues to the
SO(2, 1) × SO(n) onnetion in D = 3. From the struture of the theory, we know that the
fermions must have linear ouplings with the 3-form F3. Indeed, the D = 3 ouplings must be
of the following form
eˆψˆγµ
(
∂µ − 1
4
ωˆµ,mnγ
mn −Qµ(α)J (α)
)
ψ (4.7)
where Q an be read o from (4.6) above and the J (α)'s are a representation of SO(n)×SO(n).
The possible Lorentz-ovariant oupling of this kind are the Pauli oupling and its dual,
−√−ge 12aϕψ¯ 1
3!
(αγABC + βγABCγ)F(3)ABCψ (4.8)
where α and β are arbitrary onstants, whih will be determined below. The dilaton dependene
is xed so as to reprodue the roots ~ai and ~aij in the exponentials in front of the fermions in the
expressions below. The matrix γ is the produt of all gamma matries γ = γ0γ1...γD−1. One has
γ2 = −(−1)[D2 ]. Notie that in odd dimensions this matrix is proportional to the identity and
therefore we an put β = 0 without loss of generality. Thus we add to the bosoni lagrangian
(4.1) the following term,
Lψ =
√−gψ¯(γµ∂µ − 1
4
ωµ,mnγ
mn − 1
3!
(αγABC + βγABCγ)e
1
2
aϕF(3)ABC)ψ (4.9)
Upon toroidal redution to D = 3, the last term of (4.9) beomes,
− 1
3!
√
−gˆ ¯ˆψ
(
e
1
2~ai·~φ3(αγabγi + βγabiγ)F(2)i ab + e
1
2~aij ·~φ3!(αγaγjγi + βγaγjγiγ)F(1)ji a
)
ψˆ (4.10)
Let us dualize the 2 form eld strengths. By using the relation ǫcabγ
ab = 2γcγˆ, we get for the
dimensional redution of the whole lagrangian (4.9) (with dualisation of the F (i)'s and using the
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results of the pure gravitational ase),
L(3)ψ =
√
−gˆ ¯ˆψγc(γµ∂µ − 1
4
ωˆµ,mnγ
mn
− 1
2
e−
1
2~ai·~φΓ~aiG
c
i −
1
2
e
1
2~aij ·~φΓ~aijF
c
(1)ij
− 1
2
e−
1
2
~bi.~φΓbiGci −
1
2
e
1
2
~bij .~φΓbijFc(1)ij)ψˆ (4.11)
where
Γ~ai = 2(αγˆγ
i + βγˆγiγ), Γ~aij = 2(αγ
iγj + βγiγjγ),
Γ~bi =
1
2 γˆγ
i, Γ~bij =
1
2γ
iγj (4.12)
We have to ompare this expression with
√
−gˆ ¯ˆψγc(γµ∂µ − 1
4
ωˆµ,mnγ
mn −Qc(α)J (α))ψ (4.13)
where Qµ(α) are the oeients of the K(SO(n, n)) = SO(n)× SO(n) gauge eld. From (4.6),
we nd that
Q =1
2
∑
i<j
e
1
2
~bij .~φF(1)ij(ebij + fbij ) +
1
2
∑
i
e−
1
2
~bi.~φG(1)i(ebi + fbi)
+
1
2
∑
i<j
e
1
2
~aij .~φF(1)ijk(eaij + faij ) +
1
2
∑
i
e−
1
2
~ai.~φG(1)
i(eai + fai) .
(4.14)
The ommutation relations of the k(α)'s are expliitly given in appendix A. One has to x the
values of α and β suh that the generators Γ~ai , Γ~bi , Γ~aij and Γ~bij obey these same ommutation
relations. The onditions we found are
α2 + β2γ2 =
1
16
, αβ = 0. (4.15)
In odd dimension, we have set β = 0. This implies α = ±14 . We get for eah hoie of α a
representation whih is trivial for either the left or the right SO(n) fator of the ompat gauge
group. With β = 0, (4.12) generates indeed SO(n), as our analysis of the gravitational setor
has already indiated.
In even dimension, the hoies β = 0, α = ±14 are still solutions to (4.15), but in addition
one an have α = 0, β = ± ι4 , where the onstant ι is 1 or i suh that (ιγ)2 = 1. In this ase,
(4.12) ombines with the gravitational SO(n) to give a SO(n)× SO(n) representation whih is
nontrivial on both fators. The two fators SO(n)± are generated in the spinorial spae by the
matries
1
4(1± ιγ)γij
1
4(1± ιγ)γˆγi
(4.16)
The (redued) gravitational setor is given by the diagonal SO(n). If one imposes a hirality
ondition in Dmax dimensions, the solution with β = 0 and the solution with α = 0 are of ourse
equivalent and the representation is trivial on one of the SO(n).
This ompletes the proof that the Dira spinors are ompatible with the Dn hidden symmetry.
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5 En sequene
5.1 E8  bosoni
We onsider now the bosoni part of 11-dimensional supergravity, i.e. gravity oupled to a 3-form
in 11 dimensions with the spei value of the Chern-Simons term ditated by supersymmetry.
We denote the 3-form A(3) and its eld strength F(4) = dA(3).
The Lagrangian is [14℄
L = R ∗1l− 1
2
∗F(4) ∧ F(4) −
1
3!
F(4) ∧ F(4) ∧A(3) . (5.1)
Prior to dualization, the 3-form term of the Lagrangian redues in three dimensions to
Lˆ3 = −1
2
∑
i<j<k
e~aijk .
~φ(F(1)ijk)
2 − 1
4
eˆ
∑
i<j
e~aij .
~φ(F(2)ij)
2
− 1
144
dA(0)ijk ∧ dA(0)lmn ∧A(1)pqǫijklmnpq (5.2)
In addition to the gravitational degrees of freedom desribed in setion 3, we have 56 salars
A(0)ijk and 28 1-forms A(1)ij = Aµ(i+2)(j+2)dx
µ
, with i, j, k = 1..8. The redued eld strength
are dened as
F(1)ijk = γ
l
iγ
m
jγ
n
k dA(0)lmn (5.3)
F(2)ij = γ
k
iγ
l
j
(
dA(1)kl − γmn dA(0)klm ∧ A(1)n
)
. (5.4)
The 1-forms A(1)ij are then dualized into salars λ
kl
:
e ~aij .
~φ ∗F(2)ij = G(1)ij = (γ−1)ik(γ−1)j l
(
dλkl +
1
72
dA(0)mnpA(0)qrsǫ
klmnpqrs
)
. (5.5)
Moreover, the gravitational duality relation (3.3) has to be modied to take into aount the
3-form degrees of freedom
e
~bi.~φ ∗F(2)i = G(1)i = γj i
(
dχj − 1
2
A(0)jkldλ
kl − 1
432
dA(0)klmA(0)npqA(0)rsjǫ
klmnpqrs
)
. (5.6)
Taking all this into aount, the full 3-dimensional Lagrangian an be written as
Lˆ = R ∗1l− 1
2
d~φ∧˙∗d~φ− 1
2
eˆ
∑
i<j
e
~bij .~φF(1)ij ∧∗F(1)ij −
1
2
eˆ
∑
i
e−~bi.~φG(1)i ∧∗G(1)i
−1
2
eˆ
∑
i<j<k
e~aijk .
~φF(1)ijk ∧∗F(1)ijk −
1
2
eˆ
∑
i<j
e−~aij .~φG(1)ij ∧∗G(1)ij
(5.7)
whih desribes a E8(8)/SO(16) σ-model oupled to gravity [2, 27, 24℄, in the Borel gauge, with
eld strength
G = 1
2
d~φ. ~H +
∑
i<j
e
1
2
~bij .~φF(1)ijeij +
∑
i
e−
1
2
~bi.~φG(1)iei
+
∑
i<j<k
e
1
2
~aijk .~φF(1)ijke˜ijk +
∑
i<j
e−
1
2
~aij .~φG(1)
ij e˜ij .
(5.8)
The expliit expressions for the ouplings ~aijk and ~aij are (see [24℄)
~aijk = −2(~γi + ~γj + ~γk), ~aij = −2(~γi + ~γj)− ~s. (5.9)
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The positive roots are
~bij , −~bi, ~aijk and −~aij . The elements eij (i < j), ei, e˜ijk and e˜ij (with
antisymmetry over the indies for the two last ases) are the raising operators. Note that eij
and ei generate the SL(9) subalgebra oming from the gravitational setor. In addition, there
are lowering operators fij , fi, f˜ijk and f˜ij . We give all the ommutation relations in that basis
of E8 in appendix B.
5.2 E8  fermions
The maximal ompat subgroup of E8 is SO(16); its generators are given in appendix B. We
want to add Dira fermions in D = 11, with a oupling whih redues to a SO(2, 1) × SO(16)-
ovariant derivative in three dimensions. The oupling to gravitational degrees of freedom is
already xed to the spin onnetion by invariane under reparametrizations; we know from the
rst setion that it redues to the relevant SO(2, 1) × SO(9) onnetion in D = 3.
From the struture of the redued theory, we know that the fermion must have a linear
oupling to the 4-form F(4). The only Lorentz-ovariant oupling of this kind for a single Dira
fermion in D = 11 is a Pauli oupling
ea
1
4!
ψFµνρσγ
µνρσψ (5.10)
where a is a onstant. Indeed in odd dimensions, the produt of all γ matries is proportional
to the identity, so the dual oupling is not dierent:
1
7!
(∗F )µ1...µ7γµ1...µ7 =
1
4!
Fµ1...µ4γ
µ1...µ4
. (5.11)
Thus we add to the bosoni Lagrangian (5.1) the fermioni term
Lψ = eψ
(
γµ∂µ − 1
4
ωµ
abγµγab − 1
4!
aFµνρσγ
µνρσ
)
ψ (5.12)
where γ matries with greek, urved indies must be understood as γµ = ea
µγa.
Dimensional redution to D = 3 leads to
L(3)ψ = L(3)D − eˆa
1
3!
e
1
2
~aijk .~φF(1)µijkψˆγ
µγijkψˆ − eˆa 1
2.2
e
1
2
~aij .~φF(2)µνijψˆγ
µνγijψˆ (5.13)
where L(3)D is part not ontaining the 3-form omputed previously in (3.16), and with the same
resaling of ψ into ψˆ. Dualisation (5.5) of F(2)ij an be written as
1
2
e
1
2
~aij .~φF(2)µνijγ
µν = e−
1
2
~aij .~φG(1)µijγ
µγˆ . (5.14)
It gives the fully dualised fermioni term
L(3)ψ = L(3)D − eˆa
1
3!
e
1
2
~aijk .~φF(1)µijkψˆγ
µγijkψˆ − eˆa1
2
e−
1
2
~aij .~φG(1)µijψˆγ
µγˆγijψˆ . (5.15)
We have to ompare this expression to
eˆψˆγµ
(
∂µ − 1
4
ωˆµ,mnγ
mn −Qµ(α)J (α)
)
ψ. (5.16)
From (5.8), we have
Q =1
2
∑
i<j
e
1
2
~bij .~φF(1)ij(eij + fij) +
1
2
∑
i
e−
1
2
~bi.~φG(1)i(ei + fi)
+
1
2
∑
i<j<k
e
1
2
~aijk .~φF(1)ijk(e˜ijk + f˜ijk) +
1
2
∑
i<j
e−
1
2
~aij .~φG(1)
ij(e˜ij + f˜ij) .
(5.17)
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In fat, we have preisely the orret gauge onnetion that appears in (5.15). We have only
to hek that the produts of gamma matries that multiply the onnetion in (5.15) satisfy
the orret ommutation relations. Using the ommutation relations of the ompat generators
kij = eij + fij (i < j), ki = ei + fi, k˜ijk = e˜ijk + f˜ijk, k˜ij = e˜ij + f˜ij given in appendix B we nd
that the oupling onstant must be a = −12 . The spinorial generators are then given by
kij :
1
2γ
ij
ki :
1
2 γˆγ
i
k˜ijk : −12γijk
k˜ij : −12 γˆγij
(5.18)
(we dene kij = −kji = −eji− fji for i > j). We have reovered the well known feature that the
spinorial representation of so(9) is the vetor representation of so(16) (see [20℄ for more on this).
We see also that E8(8)-invariane fores one to introdue the ovariant Dira operator
γµDµψ = γ
µ(∂µ − 1
4
ωµ
abγab)ψ +
1
2.4!
Fµνρσγ
µνρσψ (5.19)
for the Dira eld. This is exatly the same whih appears in D = 11 supergravity, but it is
obtained in that ontext from supersymmetry.
5.3 IIB
The oxidation of the E8(8)/SO(16) oset theory has another endpoint, in D = 10: the bosoni
setor of type IIB supergravity. There is no manifestly ovariant Lagrangian attahed to this
theory. Indeed, the theory ontains a selfdual 4-form, whih has no simple (quadrati) manifestly
ovariant Lagrangian (although it does admit a quadrati non manifestly ovariant Lagrangian
[28℄, or a non polynomial manifestly ovariant Lagrangian [29℄). In spite of the absene of a
ovariant Lagrangian, the equations of motion are ovariant and one may address the following
question: is there a ovariant Dira operator for fermions in D = 10 whih redues to the same
SO(16) ovariant derivative in D = 3?
Following the notations of [25℄, we have for this theory, in addition to the metri, a dilaton
φ, an other salar χ, two 2-forms A1(2) and A
2
(2) with eld strength F
1
(3) and F
2
(3), and a 4-form
B(4) with selfdual eld strength H(5).
If it exists, the D = 10 ovariant Dira operator would have the form
γµ∇µ = γµ∂µ − 1
4
ωµ
abγµγab − eφ∂µχ(a+ a˜γ)γµ − 1
3!
e
1
2
φF 1µνρ(b+ b˜γ)γ
µνρ
− 1
3!
e−
1
2
φF 2µνρ(c+ c˜γ)γ
µνρ − 1
5!
Hµνρστfγ
µνρστ
.
(5.20)
γ = γ11 is the produt of the ten γi matries. As H(5) is selfdual, the dual term
Hµνρστγγ
µνρστ = (∗H)µνρστ γµνρστ (5.21)
is already taken into aount. The powers of the dilaton are xed so that the eld strength give
the expeted elds in D = 3.
Now, the axion term eφ∂µχ is the onnetion for the SO(2)-subgroup of the SL(2) symmetry
present in 10 dimensions. Under SO(2)-duality, the two two-forms rotate into eah other. So,
the ommutator of the generator (a+ a˜γ) multiplying the onnetion eφ∂µχ with the generators
(b + b˜γ)γνρ multiplying the onnetion e
1
2
φF 1µνρ should reprodue the generator (c + c˜γ)γ
νρ
multiplying the onnetion e
1
2
φF 2µνρ. But one has [(a + a˜γ), (b + b˜γ)γ
νρ] = 0, leading to a
ontradition.
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The problem just desribed omes from the fat that we have taken a single Dira fermion.
Had we taken instead two Weyl fermions, as it is atually the ase for type IIB supergravity, and
assumed that they transformed appropriately into eah other under the SO(2)-subgroup of the
SL(2) symmetry, we ould have onstruted an appropriate ovariant derivative. This ovariant
derivative is in fat given in [30℄, to whih we refer the reader. The SO(2) transformations rules
of the spinors  as well as the fat that they must have same hirality in order to transform
indeed non trivially into eah other  follow from E8-ovariane in 3 dimensions.
5.4 E7 ase
The E7(7) exeptional group is a subgroup of E8(8). As a onsequene, the D = 3 oset
E7(7)/SU(8) an be seen as a trunation of the E8(8)/SO(16) oset theory. In fat, this truna-
tion an be made in higher dimension [4℄. One an trunate the D = 9 redution of the gravity
+ 3-form theory onsidered in the last setion. If one does not worry about Lagrangian, one an
go one dimension higher and view the theory as the trunation of the bosoni setor of type IIB
supergravity in whih one keeps only the vielbein and the hiral 4-form.
In D = 9, the oupling to fermions obtained in setion 5.2 is trunated in a natural way:
the omponents of the ovariant Dira operator ating on fermions are the various elds of the
theory, so some of them just disappear with the trunation. The symmetry of the redued D = 3
theory is thus preserved: the fermions are oupled to the bosoni elds through a SU(8) ovariant
derivative, the trunation of the SO(16) ovariant derivative of the E8 ase.
The question is about oxidation to D = 10. Can we obtain this trunated ovariant Dira
operator from a ovariant Dira operator of the D = 10 theory? For the reasons already exposed,
if it exists, this operator would at on Dira fermions as
γµ∇µ = γµ∂µ − 1
4
ωµ
abγµγab − a 1
5!
Hµνρστγ
µνρστ
(5.22)
where we have denoted by H the selfdual eld strength.
With notations analogous to the E8 ase, we an write the D = 3 redution of the ovariant
Dira operator as
γµ∇µ = γµ∂µ − 1
4
ω˜µ
abγµγab − 1
4
e
1
2
~bi.~φF(2)µνiγµνγi −
1
4
e
1
2
~bij .~φF(1)µijγµγij
− a 1
2.3!
e
1
2
~aijk .~φH(2)µνijkγ
µνγijk − a 1
4!
e
1
2
~aijkl .~φH(1)µijklγ
µγijkl .
(5.23)
Beause of the selfduality of H, the 2-forms H(2) and the 1-forms H(1) are in fat dual. Using
γ = γ0γ1 . . . γ9, the ovariant Dira operator turns into
γµ∇µ = γµ∂µ + 1
4
ω˜µ
abγµγab +
1
2
e−
1
2
~bi.~φG(1)µiγµγˆγi +
1
2.2
e
1
2
~bij .~φF(1)µijγµγij
+ a
1
4!
e
1
2
~aijkl.~φH(1)µijklγ
µ(1 + γ)γijkl .
(5.24)
The embedding of E7(7)/SU(8) in E8(8)/SO(16) gives the following identiations:
H(1)1ijk = F(1)(i+1)(j+1)(k+1)
H(1)ijkl = −
1
2
ǫ12(i+1)(j+1)(k+1)(l+1)mnG(1)mn
F(1)1i = F(1)12(i+1)
G(1)1 = −G(2)12
F(1)ij = F(1)(i+1)(j+1)
G(1)i = G(1)(i+1) (5.25)
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with 2 ≤ i, j, k, l ≤ 7. We thus have to hek that the matries in (5.24) form the following
representation:
a(1 + γ)γ1ijk ∼ k˜(i+1)(j+1)(k+1)
a(1 + γ)γijkl ∼ 12ǫ12(i+1)(j+1)(k+1)(l+1)mn k˜mn
1
2γ
1i ∼ k˜12(i+1)
1
2 γˆγ
1 ∼ −k˜12
1
2γ
ij ∼ k(i+1)(j+1)
1
2 γˆγ
i ∼ k(i+1) .
(5.26)
This is true if and only if
−4a2(1 + γ) = 1
2
. (5.27)
This has to be understood as an identity between operators ating on fermions. In fat, this
means that we must restrit to Weyl spinors, with γ = +1 when ating on them. Due to the
even number of γ matries involved in all generators in (5.26), the su(8) algebra preserves the
hirality of spinors. We get in addition the value of the oupling onstant:
a = ± i
4
. (5.28)
5.5 E6 ase
The E6 ase is more simple. One has a Lagrangian in all dimensions. In dimension 3, the salar
oset is E6(6)/Sp(4). Maximal oxidation is a D = 8 theory with a 3-form, a dilaton and an axion
(salar) [4℄. It an be seen as a trunation of the E8 ase in all dimensions. In the ompat
subalgebra of so(16) given in (B.5), one should remove generators with one or two indies in
{1, 2, 3} while keeping k˜123.
In fat, all the matries involved in the Dira representation an be expressed in terms of
a D = 8 Cliord algebra. For most generators, it is trivial to hek that they involve only γi
matries with i 6= 1, 2, 3. The single nontrivial ase is k˜123 whih is represented by −12γ123 in the
eleven-dimensional Cliord algebra. But from the fat that γ(10) = γ0γ1 . . . γ9, we an write γ123
as the produt of all other γ matries: γ123 = γ0456789(10) . As a onsequene, the D = 8 Cliord
algebra is suient to ouple a Dira fermion to this model: we an ouple a single D = 8 Dira
fermion.
6 G2 ase
6.1 Bosoni setor
Let us onsider the Einstein-Maxwell system in D = 5, with the FFA term presribed by
supersymmetry [16℄,
L5 = R ∗1l− 12∗F(2) ∧ F(2) + 13√3F(2) ∧ F(2) ∧A(1) . (6.1)
This ation is known to be relevant to G2 [31, 4℄. Upon redution to D = 3, the Lagrangian is
[4℄
L = R ∗1l− 12∗d~φ ∧ d~φ− 12eφ2−
√
3φ1 ∗F1(1)2 ∧ F1(1)2 − 12e
2√
3
φ1 ∗F(1)1 ∧ F(1)1
−12e
φ2− 1√
3
φ1 ∗F(1)2 ∧ F(1)2 − 12e−φ2−
√
3φ1 ∗F1(2) ∧ F1(2) (6.2)
−12e−2φ2 ∗F2(2) ∧ F2(2) − 12e
−φ2− 1√
3
φ1 ∗F(2) ∧ F(2) + 2√3dA(0)1 ∧ dA(0)2 ∧A(1) .
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After dualising the vetor potentials to give axions, there will be six axions, together with the
two dilatons. The dilaton vetors ~α1 = (−
√
3, 1) and ~α2 = (
2√
3
, 0), orresponding to the axions
A1(0)2 and A(0)1, are the simple roots of G2, with the remaining dilaton vetors expressed in terms
of these as
(− 1√
3
, 1) = ~α1 + ~α2 , (
1√
3
, 1) = ~α1 + 2~α2 , (
√
3, 1) = ~α1 + 3~α2 , (0, 2) = 2~α1 + 3~a3 . (6.3)
The resulting D = 3 lagrangian is a G2/SO(4) σ-model oupled to gravity. The eld strength
of this σ-model is
G = 1
2
d~φ. ~H + e
1
2
~α1.~φF(1)12ǫ1 + e
1
2
(~α1+3~α2).~φG(1)1ǫ5 + e
1
2
(2~α1+3~α2).~φG(1)2ǫ6
+e
1
2
~α2.~φF(1)1ǫ2 + e
1
2
(~α1+~α2).~φF(1)2ǫ3 + e
− 1
2
(~α1+2~α2).~φG(1)ǫ4 .
(6.4)
where G(1) is the dual of F2, and the notation ǫ1, ǫ2, ǫ3, ǫ4, ǫ5 and ǫ6 is explained in the appendix.
6.2 Fermions
We want to add Dira fermion in D = 5, with a oupling whih in the D = 3 redution is
ovariant with respet to SO(1, 2) × SO(4). From what we have already learned, this should
be possible, with a representation whih is trivial on one of the two SU(2) fators of SO(4) ≃
(SU(2)× SU(2))/Z2, sine we have already seen in the analysis of the gravitational setor that
the Cliord algebra ontains SO(1, 2) × SU(2) representations.
To hek if we an indeed derive suh a representation from a onsistent D = 5 oupling, we
add to the lagrangian 6.1 a Dira fermion with a Pauli oupling,
Lψ =
√−gψ¯(γµ∂µ − 1
4
ωµ,mnγ
mn − 1
2
αγµνF(2) µν)ψ (6.5)
where α is a oupling onstant whih will be determined below. Upon toroidal redution to
D = 3, the last term of (6.5) beomes,
α
2
√
−gˆ ¯ˆψ(e−12 (~α1+2~α2)·~φγabF(2) ab + 2e
1
2 ~α2·~φγaγ1F(1)1 a + 2e
1
2 (~α1+~α2)·~φγaγ2F(1)2 a)ψˆ (6.6)
Let us dualize the 2 form eld strengths. We get for the dimensional redution of the whole
lagrangian (6.5),
L(3)ψ =
√
−gˆ ¯ˆψγc(γµ∂µ − 1
4
ωˆµ,mnγ
mn
−1
2
e
1
2 (~α1+2~α2)·~φΓ4Gc − 1
2
e
1
2 ~α2·~φΓ2F c(1)1 −
1
2
e
1
2 (~α1+~α2)·~φΓ3F c(1)2
−1
2
e
1
2
(~α1+3~α2).~φΓ5Gc1 −
1
2
e
1
2
(2~α1+3~α2).~φΓ6Gc2 −
1
2
e
1
2
~α1.~φΓ1Fc 1(1) 2)ψˆ (6.7)
where Γ1 =
1
2γ
12, Γ2 = 2αγ
1, Γ3 = 2αγ
2, Γ4 = 2αγˆ, Γ5 =
1
2 γˆγ
1
and Γ6 =
1
2 γˆγ
2
. Notie that
γˆ = −iγ12 beause the produt of all gamma matries γ0γ1γ2γ3γ4 = γˆγ1γ2 in D = 5 an be
equated to i.
As in the ase of the other algebras enountered above, we need to hek that the Γi's
obey the ommutation relations of the maximally ompat subalgebra of G2, i.e., obey the
same ommutation relations as the ki's, given in appendix C. We nd that the ommutation
relations are indeed fullled provided we take α = ia, with a solution of the quadrati equation
16a2+ 8√
3
a−1 = 0, whih implies α = −i
√
3
4 or α =
i
4
√
3
. The two dierent solutions orrespond
to a non trivial representation for either the left or the right fator SU(2). Thus, we see again
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that the fermions are ompatible with G2-invariane and we are led to introdue the ovariant
Dira operator
γµDµψ = γ
µ(∂µ − 1
4
ωµ,mnγ
mn)ψ − 1
2
αγµρσF(2) ρσψ (6.8)
(with α equal to one of the above values) for the spin-1/2 eld. This is the same expression as
the one that followed from supersymmetry [16℄.
Another approah of this problem is to remember that G2 an be embedded in D4 = SO(4, 4)
[4℄. The maximal oxidation isD = 6 and ontains a 2-form in addition to gravity. After redution
on a irle, we get two dilatons and three 1-forms: the original 2-form and its Hodge dual both
redue to 1-forms, and we have also the Kaluza-Klein 1-form. The model we are dealing with is
obtained by equating these three 1-forms, and setting the dilatons to zero [4℄. It is lear that this
projetion do respet the ovariane of the fermioni oupling obtained by redution of (4.8). In
D = 3, the ompat gauge group is projeted from SO(4)×SO(4) onto SO(4), in addition to the
unbroken SO(1, 2). All other terms in the onnetion are indeed set to zero by the embedding.
The D = 6 spinor an be hosen to have a denite hirality. Eah hirality orresponds to a
dierent hoie of α after dimensional redution.
7 Non-simply laed algebras Bn, Cn, F4
All the non-simply laed algebras an be embedded in simply laed algebras [4℄. Therefore, we
an nd the appropriate oupling by taking the one obtained for the simply laed algebras and
by performing the same identiations as for the bosoni setor.
Bn = SO(n, n+ 1) (with maximal ompat subgroup SO(n)× SO(n+ 1)) an be obtained
from Dn+1 by modding out the Z2 symmetry of the diagram. As the Dn+1 oset an be oxidised
up to D = n+ 3, we must onsider a D = n+ 3 Cliord algebra. The Bn oset has its maximal
oxidation in one dimension lower. If n is even, D = n + 3 and D = n + 2 Dira spinors are
the same: the embedding gives a oupling to a single D = n + 2 Dira spinor. Is n is odd,
this argument is no longer suient. However, due to the fat that all elements of the ompat
subalgebra of SO(n + 1, n + 1) are represented by a produt of an even number of gamma
matries, we an take a Weyl spinor in D = n+3: it gives a single Dira spinor in D = n+2. It
is thus possible ouple the maximal oxidation of the Bn oset to a single Dira spinor, suh that
it redues to a Dira oupling in D = 3, ovariant with respet to SO(1, 2)×SO(n)×SO(n+1).
We leave the details to the reader.
For Cn = Sp(n) (with maximal ompat subgroup U(n)), the maximal oxidation lives in
D = 4. The embedding in A2n−1 ouples the bosoni degrees of freedom to a D = 2n+2 spinor.
As it is an even dimension, the Weyl ondition an be again imposed, so that we get a D = 2n
Dira spinor. It is not possible to redue further the number of omponents: the representation
involves produt of odd numbers of gamma matries. In D = 4, this gives a oupling to 2n−2
Dira spinors.
The situation for F4 is similar, when onsidering the embedding in E6. The E6 oset an be
oxidised up to D = 8, with a onsistent fermioni oupling to a Dira spinor. As the oupling
to the 3-form involves the produt of 3 gamma matries, it is not possible to impose the Weyl
ondition. The maximal oxidation of the F4/(SU(2)× Sp(3)) oset, whih lives in dimension 6,
is thus oupled to a pair of Dira spinors.
For Cn and F4, the embeddings just desribed give a oupling to respetively 2
n−2
and 2
Dira spinors in the maximally oxidised theory. We have not investigated in detail whether one
ould onstrut invariant theories with a smaller number of spinors.
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8 G++ Symmetry
The somewhat magi emergene of unexpeted symmetries in the dimensional redution of grav-
itational theories has raised the question of whether these symmetries, desribed by the algebra
G in three dimensions, are present prior to redution or are instead related to toroidal ompat-
iation. It has been argued reently that the symmetries are, in fat, already present in the
maximally oxidized version of the theory (see [32℄ for early work on the E8-ase) and are part
of a muh bigger, innite-dimensional symmetry, whih ould be the overextended algebra G++
[6, 7, 8℄, the very extended algebra G+++ [11, 12℄, or a Borherds superalgebra related to it [13℄.
There are dierent indiations that this should be the ase, inluding a study of the BKL limit
of the dynamis [21℄, whih leads to osmologial billiards" [22℄.
In [10℄, an attempt was made to make the symmetry manifest in the maximal oxidation
dimension by reformulating the system as a (1+ 0)-non linear sigma model G++/K(G++). The
expliit ase of E10 was onsidered. It was shown that at low levels, the equations of motion of
the bosoni setor of 11-dimensional supergravity an be mapped on the equations of motion of
the non linear sigma model E10/K(E10). The mathing works for elds assoiated with roots of
E10 whose height does not exeed 30 (see also [33℄).
We now show that this mathing works also for Dira spinors. We onsider again the expliit
ase of E10 for deniteness. We show that the Dira Lagrangian for a Dira spinor in eleven
dimensions, oupled to the supergravity three-form as in setion 5.2, is ovariant under K(E10),
at least up to the level where the bosoni mathing is suessful. [For related work on inluding
fermions in these innite-dimensional algebras, see [34℄.℄
Our starting point is the ation for the non linear sigma model E10/K(E10) in 1+0 dimension
oupled to Dira fermions transforming in a representation of K(E10). We follow the notations
of [22℄. The Lagrangian reads
L = 1
2
n−1 < P|P > +iΨ†DtΨ (8.1)
where we have introdued a lapse funtion n to take into aount reparametrization invariane
in time. The K(E10) onnetion is
Q =
∑
α∈∆+
mult(α)∑
s=1
Qα,sKα,s (8.2)
while the ovariant derivative is
DtΨ = Ψ˙−
∑
α,s
Qα,sTα,sΨ (8.3)
where the Tα,s are the generators of the representation in whih Ψ transforms (there is an innity
of omponents for Ψ).
In the Borel gauge, the fermioni part of the Lagrangian beomes
iΨ†Ψ˙− i
2
∑
α,s
eα(β)jα,sΨ
†Tα,sΨ (8.4)
where βµ are now the Cartan subalgebra variables (i.e., we parametrize the elements of the Cartan
subgoup as exp(βµhµ)) and α(β) the positives roots. The urrents" jα,s (denoted by Fα,s in
previous setions) are, as before, the oeients of the positive generators in the expansion of
the algebra element V˙V−1,
V˙V−1 = β˙µhµ +
∑
α∈∆+
mult(α)∑
s=1
exp (α(β))jα,sEα,s (8.5)
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We must ompare (8.4) with the Dira Lagrangian in 11 dimensions with oupling to the 3-form
requested by E8 invariane,
eψ
(
γµ∂µ − 1
4
ωµ abγ
µγab − 1
2.4!
Fµνρσγ
µνρσ
)
ψ (8.6)
where e is now the determinant of the spae-time vielbein. To make the omparison easier, we
rst take the lapse n equal to one (standard lapse N equal to e−1) sine both (8.4) and (8.6) are
reparametrization invariant in time. We further split the Dira Lagrangian (8.6) into spae and
time using a zero shift (Nk = 0) and taking the so-alled time gauge for the vielbeins eaµ, namely
no mixed spae-time omponent. This yields
iχ†
(
χ˙− 1
4
ωRabγ
abχ− 1
2.3!
F0abcγ
abcχ− e
2.4! 6!
εabcdp1p2···p6F
abcdγp1···p6χ
)
+iχ†
(
− e
2.2! 8!
ω abk εabp1···p8γ
kγp1···p8χ+
e
10!
εp1···p10γ
kγp1···p10∂kχ
)
(8.7)
where e is now the determinant of the spatial vielbein and where the Dira eld is taken to be
Majorana (although this is not ruial) and has been resaled as χ = e1/2ψ. In (8.7), the term
ωRab stands for
ωRab = −
1
2
(ea
µe˙µb − ebµe˙µa) (8.8)
A major dierene between (8.4) and (8.7) is that Ψ has an innite number of omponents
while χ has only 32 omponents. But Ψ depends only on t, while χ is a spaetime eld. We
shall thus assume, in the spirit of [10℄, that Ψ ollets the values of χ and its suessive spatial
derivatives at a given spatial point,
Ψ† = (χ†, ∂kχ†, · · · ) (8.9)
[The ditionary between Ψ on the one hand and χ and its suessive derivatives on the other
hand might be more involved (the derivatives might have to be taken in privileged frames and
augmented by appropriate orretions) but this will not be of diret onern for us here. We shall
loosely refer hereafter to the spatial derivatives of χ" for the appropriate required modiations.℄
We are thus making the strong assumption that by olleting χ and its derivatives in a single
innite dimensional objet, one gets a representation of K(E10). It is of ourse intriate to hek
this assertion, partly beause K(E10) is poorly understood [34℄. Our only justiation is that it
makes sense at low levels.
Indeed, by using the bosoni, low level, ditionary of [10℄, we do see the orret onnetion
terms appearing in (8.7) at levels 0 (ωRab term), 1 (eletri eld term) and 2 (magneti eld term).
The orresponding generators γa1a2 , γa1a2a3 and γa1···a6 do reprodue the low level ommutation
relations of K(E10).
The mathing between the supergravity bosoni equations of motion and the nonlinear sigma
model equations of motion desribed in [10℄ goes slightly beyond level 2 and works also for some
roots at level 3. We shall refer to this as level 3−". To gain insight into the mathing at level 3−
for the fermions, we proeed as in [10℄ and onsider the equations in the homogeneous ontext of
Bianhi osmologies [35, 36℄ (see also [37℄). The derivative term ∂kχ then drops out  we shall
have anyway nothing to say about it here, where we want to fous on the spin onnetion term
ω abk . In the homogeneous ontext, the spin onnetion term beomes
ωabc =
1
2
(Ccab + Cbca −Cabc) (8.10)
in terms of the struture onstants Cabc = −Cacb of the homogeneity group expressed in homo-
geneous orthonormal frames (the Cabc may depend on time). We assume that the traes C
a
ac
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vanish sine these orrespond to higher height and go beyond the mathing of [10℄, i.e., beyond
level 3−. In that ase, one may replae ωabc by (1/2)Cabc in (8.7) as an be seen by using the
relation
εabp1···p8γ
kγp1···p8 = εabp1···p8γ
kp1···p8 + εabkp2···p8γ
p2···p8 .
The rst term drops from (8.7) beause ωaba = 0, while the seond term is ompletely antisym-
metri in a, b, k. One ωabc is replaed by (1/2)Cabc, one sees that the remaining onnetion
terms in (8.7), i.e., the one involving a produt of nine γ-matries, agree with the ditionary
of [10℄. Furthermore, the orresponding level three generators γcγp1···p8 also fulll the orret
ommutation relations of K(E10) up to the requested order.
To a large extent, the E10 ompatibility of the Dira fermions up to level 3
−
exhibited here is
not too surprising, sine it an be viewed as a onsequene of SL10 ovariane (whih is manifest)
and the hidden E8 symmetry, whih has been exhibited in previous setions. The real hallenge
is to go beyond level 3− and see the higher positive roots emerge on the supergravity side. These
higher roots might be onneted, in fat, to quantum orretions [38℄ or higher spin degrees of
freedom.
9 BKL limit
We investigate in this nal setion how the Dira eld modies the BKL behaviour. To that end,
we rst rewrite the Lagrangian (8.1) in Hamiltonian form. The fermioni part of the Lagrangian
is already in rst order form (with iΨ† onjugate to Ψ), so we only need to fous on the bosoni
part. The onjugate momenta to the Cartan elds βµ are unhanged in the presene of the
fermions sine the time derivatives β˙µ do not appear in the onnetion Qα,s. However, the
onjugate momenta to the o-diagonal variables parameterizing the oset do get modied. How
this aets the Hamiltonian is easy to work out beause the time derivatives of these o-diagonal
group variables our linearly in the Dira Lagrangian, so the mere eet of the Dira term is to
shift their original momenta. Expliitly, in terms of the (non-anonial) momentum-like variables
Πα,s =
δL
δjα,s
(9.1)
introdued in [39, 22℄, one nds
Πα,s = Π
old
α,s −
1
2
exp (α(β)) JFα,s (9.2)
where Πoldα,s is the bosoni ontribution (in the absene of fermions) and where J
F
α,s are the
omponents of the fermioni K(G++)-urrent, dened by
JFα,s = iΨ
†Tα,sΨ. (9.3)
The urrents JFα,s are real.
It follows that the Hamiltonian assoiated with (8.1) takes the form
H = n

1
2
Gµνπµπν +
∑
α∈∆+
mult(α)∑
s=1
exp (−2α(β))
(
Πα,s +
1
2
exp (α(β)) JFα,s
)2
(9.4)
If one expands the Hamiltonian, one gets
H = n
(
1
2
Gµνπµπν +
∑
α,s
exp (−2α(β))Π2α,s +
∑
α,s
exp (−α(β)) Πα,sJFα,s +
1
4
C
)
(9.5)
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where C is (up to a numerial fator) the quadrati Casimir of the fermioni representation,
C =
∑
α,s
(JFα,s)
2. (9.6)
We see that, just as in the pure bosoni ase, the exponentials involve only the positive roots
with negative oeients. However, we obtain, in addition to the bosoni walls, also their square
roots. All the exponentials in the Hamiltonian are of the form exp(−2ρ(β)), where ρ(β) are the
positive roots or half the positive roots.
In order to investigate the asymptoti BKL limit βµ → ∞, we shall treat the K(G++)-
urrents as lassial real numbers and onsider their equations of motion that follow from
the above Hamiltonian, noting that their Poisson brakets [JFα,s, J
F
α′,s′ ] reprodue the K(G
++)-
algebra. This is possible beause the Hamiltonian in the Borel gauge involves only the Ψ-eld
through the urrents. This is a rather remarkable property. [A lassial" treatment of fermions is
well known to be rather deliate. One an regard the dynamial variables, bosoni and fermioni,
as living in a Grassmann algebra. In that ase, bilinear in fermions are pure souls" and do not
inuene the behaviour of the body" parts of the group elements, whih are thus trivially gov-
erned by the same equations of motion as in the absene of fermions. However, it is reasonable to
expet that the urrents JFα,s have a non trivial lassial limit (they may develop non-vanishing
expetation values) and one might treat them therefore as non-vanishing real numbers. This
is tehnially simple here beause the urrents obey losed equations of motion. It leads to
interesting onsequenes.℄
Next we observe that [JFα,s, C] = 0. It follows that the quadrati Casimir C of the fermioni
representation is onserved. Furthermore, it does not ontribute to the dynamial Hamiltonian
equations of motion for the group variables or the urrents. By the same reasoning as in [22℄,
one an then argue that the exponentials tend to innite step theta funtions and that all
variables exept the Cartan ones, i.e., the o-diagonal group variables and the fermioni urrents,
asymptotially freeze in the BKL limit.
Thus, we get the same billiard piture as in the bosoni ase, with same linear forms hara-
terizing the walls (some of the exponential walls are the square roots of the bosoni walls). But
the free motion is governed now by the Hamiltonian onstraint
Gµνπµπν +M
2 ≈ 0 (9.7)
with M2 = C/2 > 0. This implies that the motion of the billiard ball is timelike instead
of being lightlike as in the pure bosoni ase. This leads to a non-haoti behaviour, even in
those ases where the bosoni theory is haoti. Indeed, a timelike motion an miss the walls,
even in the hyperboli ase. This is in perfet agreement with the results found in [23℄ for the
four-dimensional theory.
Our analysis has been arried out in the ontext of the sigma model formulation, whih is
equivalent to the Einstein-Dira-p-form system only for low Ka-Moody levels. However, the
low levels roots are preisely the only relevant ones in the BKL limit (dominant walls"). Thus,
the analysis applies also in that ase. Note that the spin 1/2 eld itself does not freeze in the
BKL limit, even after resaling by the quarti root of the determinant of the spatial metri,
but asymptotially undergoes instead a onstant rotation in the ompat subgroup, in the gauge
n = 1 (together with the Borel gauge). Note also that the same behaviour holds if one adds
a mass term to the Dira Lagrangian, sine this term is negligible in the BKL limit, being
multiplied by e, whih goes to zero.
One might worry that the oeients Πα,sJ
F
α,s of the square roots of the bosoni walls have
no denite sign. This is indeed true but generially of no onern for the following reason: in the
region α(β) < 0 outside the billiard table where the exponential terms are felt and in fat blow
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up with time at a given onguration point (α(β)→ −∞) [22℄, the wall exp(−2α(β)) dominates
the wall exp(−α(β)) oming from the fermion and the total ontribution is thus positive. The
ball is repelled towards the billiard table.
10 Conlusions
In this paper, we have shown that the Dira eld is ompatible with the hidden symmetries that
emerge upon toroidal dimensional redution to three dimensions, provided one appropriately x
its Pauli ouplings to the p-forms. We have onsidered only the split real form for the symmetry
(duality) group in three dimensions, but similar onlusions appear to apply to the non-split forms
(we have veried it for the four-dimensional Einstein-Maxwell-Dira system, whih leads to the
SU(2, 1)/S(U(2)×U(1)) oset in three dimensions). We have also indiated that the symmetry
onsiderations reprodue some well known features of supersymmetry when supersymmetry is
available.
We have also investigated the ompatibility of the Dira eld with the onjetured innite-
dimensional symmetry G++ and found perfet mathing with the non-linear sigma model equa-
tions minimally oupled to a (1 + 0) Dira eld, up to the levels where the bosoni mathing
works.
Finally, we have argued that the Dira fermions destroy haos (when it is present in the
bosoni theory), in agreement with the ndings of [23℄. This has a rather diret group theoret-
ial interpretation (motion in Cartan subalgebra beomes timelike) and might have important
impliations for the pre-big-bang osmologial senario and the dynamial rossing of a osmo-
logial singularity [40, 41℄.
It would be of interest to extend these results to inlude the spin 3/2 elds, in the supersym-
metri ontext. In partiular, 11-dimensional supergravity should be treated. To the extent that
E10 invariane up to the level 3
−
is a mere onsequene of E8 invariane in three dimensions
and SL10 onvariane, one expets no new feature in that respet sine the redution to three
dimensions of full supergravity is indeed known to be E8 invariant [27℄. But perhaps additional
struture would emerge. Understanding the BKL limit might be more hallenging sine the spin
3/2 elds might not freeze, even after resaling.
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A Conventions for Dn
A.1 Generators and Algebra
We an express the positive generators of Dn as follow,
ebij ≡ [ei, [..., [ej−2, ej−1]...] i < j
ebi ≡ [e˜n−1, eb1i ]
eai ≡ [ebin−1 , en−1] (A.1)
eaij ≡ [[en, eb2j ], eb1i ] i < j (A.2)
where e˜n−1 = [en, [eb2n−1 , en−1]] and where i = 1, ..., n − 1 and ebii must be understood as being
absent. The Chevalley-Serre generators ofDn, namely {em |m = 1, ..., n}, are given by ei = ebii+1
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(i = 1, ..., n − 2), en−1 = ean−1 and en = ea12 . These generators are assoiated to the verties
numbered as shown in the following Dynkin diagram,
n− 1 n− 2 3 2 1
n
✐ ✐ ✐ ✐
✐
✐
Their non vanishing ommutation relations are
[ebij , ebmn ] = δjmebin − δinebmj
[ebij , ebm ] = −δimebj
[ebij , eamn ] = −δimeajn − δineamj + δimeanj
[ebij , eam ] = δjmeai
[eaij , eam ] = −δimebj + δjmebi (A.3)
Notations are similar for the negative generators (with f 's instead of e's). One easily veries
that the normalization fators Nα are all equal to one, K(eα, fβ) = −δαβ .
A.2 Compat subgroup
As explained above, the involution τ is suh that τ(hi) = −hi, τ(eα) = fα and τ(fα) = eα so that
a basis of the maximally ompat subalgebra of Dn reads kα = eα+fα where α = {aij , ai, bij , bi}
and i < j = 1, ..., n − 1. The ommutation relations of the kα's are
[kbij , kbmn ] = δjmkbin − δinkbmj + δim(kbnj − kbjn) + δjn(kbmi − kbim)
[kbij , kbm ] = −δimkbj + δjmkbi
[kbij , kamn ] = −δimkajn − δinkamj + δimkanj + δjmkbin + δjn(kbmi − kbim)
[kbij , kam ] = δjmkai − δimkaj
[kbij , kam ] = −δimkaj + δjmkai
[kbi , kbj ] = −kbij + kbji
[kbi , kamn ] = −δinkam + δimkan
[kbi , kaj ] = −kaij + kaji
[kaij , kamn ] = δjmkbin − δinkbmj + δim(kbnj − kbjn) + δjn(kbmi − kbim)
[kaij , kam ] = −δimkbj + δjmkbi (A.4)
By going to the new basis {kb + ka, kb − ka}, one easily reognizes the algebra so(n)⊕ so(n).
A.3 Embedding of An−1
The gravitational subalgebra An−1 is generated by h1, · · · , hn−2, h˜n−1 (Cartan generators), e1, · · · , en−2, e˜n−1
(raising operators) and f1, · · · , fn−2, f˜n−1 (lowering operators), with h˜n−1 = −hn − h2 − h3 −
· · ·−hn−1. The simple root α˜n−1 is onneted to α1 only, with a single link. Note that although
it is a simple root for the gravitational subalgebra An−1, it is in fat the highest root of the An−1
subalgebra assoiated with the Dynkin subdiagram n, 2, 3, · · · , n − 1.
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B E8 algebra
We take a basis of the Cartan subalgebra (hi), suh that
[fij, eij ] = hi − hj
[fi, ei] = −hi[
f˜ijk, e˜ijk
]
= 13(h1 + h2 + . . . + h8)− hi − hj − hk[
f˜ij, e˜ij
]
= −13(h1 + h2 + . . .+ h8) + hi + hj
(B.1)
[hi, eij ] = eij [hi, fij ] = −fij
[hj , eij ] = −eij [hj , fij ] = fij
[hi, ei] = −ei [hi, fi] = fi
[hi, e˜ijk] = −e˜ijk
[
hi, f˜ijk
]
= f˜ijk
[hi, e˜jk] = −e˜jk
[
hi, f˜jk
]
= f˜jk
(B.2)
where distint indies are supposed to have dierent values. The vetors assoiated with the
simple roots are ei i+1, e˜123.
Other non vanishing ommutations relations are the following, with the same onvention on
indies.
[eij , ejk] = eik [fij, fjk] = fik
[e˜ijk, ekl] = eijl
[
f˜ijk, fkl
]
= fijl
[e˜ijk, e˜lmn] =
1
2ǫ
ijklmnpqe˜pq
[
f˜ijk, f˜lmn
]
= 12ǫ
ijklmnpqf˜pq
[eij , e˜jk] = e˜ik
[
fij, f˜jk
]
= f˜ik
[e˜ijk, e˜jk] = ei
[
f˜ijk, f˜jk
]
= fi
[ei, eij ] = ej [fi, fij ] = fj
(B.3)
[fij, ekj ] = eki if i > k [fij, ekj ] = −fik if i < k
[fji, ejk] = −eik if i < k [fji, ejk] = fki if i > k
[fij, e˜klj] = ekli
[
eij , f˜klj
]
= fkli[
f˜ijk, e˜ijl
]
= −ekl if k < l
[
f˜ijk, e˜ijl
]
= flk if k > l
[fji, e˜jk] = −e˜ik
[
eji, f˜jk
]
= −f˜ik[
f˜ijk, e˜lm
]
= − 13!ǫijklmnpqe˜npq
[
e˜ijk, f˜lm
]
= − 13!ǫijklmnpqf˜npq
[fij, ej ] = ei [eij, fj ] = fi[
f˜ij, e˜ik
]
= ekj if j > k
[
f˜ij, e˜ik
]
= −fjk if j < k[
f˜ijk, ek
]
= −e˜ij [e˜ijk, fk] = −f˜ij[
f˜ij, ek
]
= e˜ijk [e˜ij , fk] = f˜ijk
[fi, ej ] = −eij if i < j [fi, ej ] = fji if i > j
(B.4)
The Chevalley-Serre generators are hi − hi+1, h123 ≡ 13(h1 + · · · + η8)− h1 − h2 − h3, eii+1,
e˜123, fii+1 and f˜123. The salar produts of the hi's are K(hi, hj) = δij + 1 and the fators Nα
are equal to unity.
The generators of the ompat subalgebra so(16) are
kij = eij + fij for i < j
ki = ei + fi
k˜ijk = e˜ijk + f˜ijk
k˜ij = e˜ij + f˜ij .
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It is onvenient to dene kij = −kji = −eji − fji for i > j. Their non vanishing ommutators
are
[kij , kjk] = kik
[
k˜ijk, kkl
]
= k˜ijl[
k˜ijk, k˜lmn
]
= 12ǫ
ijklmnpqk˜pq
[
k˜ijk, k˜ijl
]
= −kkl[
kij, k˜jk
]
= k˜ik
[
k˜ijk, k˜jk
]
= kl[
k˜ijk, k˜lm
]
= − 13!ǫijklmnpqk˜npq
[
k˜ij , k˜ik
]
= −kjk
[kij , kj ] = ki
[
k˜ijk, kk
]
= −k˜ij[
k˜ij , kk
]
= k˜ijk [ki, kj ] = −kij
(B.5)
where it is assumed that distint indies have dierent values.
C Algebra G2(2)
Let e1 and e2 be the positive Chevalley generators of G2 orresponding to the two simple roots
α1 and α2. The other positive generators are
e3 = [e2, e1] e4 = [e2, [e2, e1]]
e5 = [e2, [e2, [e2, e1]]] e6 = [[e2, [e2, [e2, e1]]], e1]. (C.1)
Their non vanishing ommutation relations are,
[e1, e2] = −e3 [e1, e5] = −e6
[e2, e3] = e4 [e2, e4] = e5
[e3, e4] = e6 (C.2)
The normalizing fators Nα for the simple roots are given by N1 = 1 and N2 = 3 sine
(α1|α1) = 2 and (α2|α2) = 23 . It follows that N3 = 3, N4 = 12, N5 = 36 and N6 = 36. We dene
the vetors ǫi in order to absorb these fators, i.e., ǫ1 = e1, ǫ2 =
1√
3
e2, ǫ3 =
1√
3
e3, ǫ4 =
1
2
√
3
e4,
ǫ5 =
1
6e5, ǫ6 =
1
6e6. This implies K(ǫi, τ(ǫi)) = −1.
We take as ompat generators ki = ǫi+ τ(ǫi). The ommutators of the ompat subalgebra
are
[k1, k2] = −k3, [k1, k3] = k2, [k1, k4] = 0,
[k1, k5] = −k6, [k1, k6] = k5, [k2, k3] = 2√
3
k4 − k1
[k2, k4] = k5 − 2√
3
k3, [k2, k5] = −k4, [k2, k6] = 0,
[k3, k4] = k6 +
2√
3
k2, [k3, k5] = 0, [k3, k6] = −k4,
[k4, k5] = k2, [k4, k6] = k3, [k5, k6] = −k1. (C.3)
In the basis
ξ1 =
1
4
(3k1 +
√
3k4), ξ2 =
1
4
(
√
3k2 − 3k6), ξ3 = −1
4
(
√
3k3 + 3k5)
X1 =
1
4
(k1 −
√
3k4), X2 =
1
4
(
√
3k2 + k6), X3 = −1
4
(
√
3k3 − k5), (C.4)
the ommutation relations read
[ξi, ξj ] = εijkξk, [ξi,Xj ] = 0, [Xi,Xj ] = εijkXk (C.5)
and reveal the su(2)⊕ su(2) struture of the algebra.
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